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Let P(x) = EL, aixi be a nonnegative integral polynomial. The polynomial 
P(x) is m-graphical, and a multi-graph G a realization of P(x), provided there 
exists a multi-graph G containing exactly P(1) points where ai of these points 
have degree i for 0 < i Q n. For multigraphs G, H having polynomials P(x), 
Q(x) and number-theoretic partitions (degree sequences) n, p, the usual product 
P(x)Q(x) is shown to be the polynomial of the Cartesian product G x H, thus 
inducing a natural product np which extends that of juxtaposing integral multiple 
copies of p, Skeletal results are given on synthesizing a multi-graph G via a natural 
Cartesian product G, x *.. x G& having the same polynomial (partition) as G. 
Other resuhs include an elementary sufficient condition for arbitrary non- 
negative integral polynomials to bc graphical. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The results of this note follow from consideration of the problem: 
to synthesize a given graph G via a natural Cartesian product 
G x **a x Gk whose number-theoretic partition, i.e., degree sequence, 
is that of G. The problem is reduced to factoring a polynomial dual of 
the partition of G, and our primary result (Section 2) is an induced “multi- 
plication” on partitions. In Section 3 we give skeletal results on the 
synthesis of G, and in Section 5 obtain an elementary sufficient condition 
for a polynomial (partition) to be realizable. We pursue the results of 
Section 3 further in Section 4, and obtain results relating the prime decom- 
position of G to the “prime” decomposition of the polynomial of G for 
certain connected graphs G. 
Hereafter, the terms “graph” and “multi-graph” are distinguished. 
A multi-graph G, or simply an m-graph, is an ordered pair (V(G), X(G)), 
where Y(G) is a finite set of points (vertices) and X(G) is a collection of 
doubleton subsets (lines) of V(G). If X(G) is a set, we call G a graph. 
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Note we admit the empty graph (4, 4). Our basic terminology is that of 
Harary [5] with natural modifications as follow. The m-graphs G, H are 
called isomorphic if and only if there exists a one-to-one function from 
V(G) onto V(H)which preserves multiple adjacencies, and we write G g H. 
Extending the concept of Sabidussi [6], the Cartesian product G x H of 
m-graphs G, H has vertex set V(G x H) = V(G) x V(H) and line 
collection X(G x H) as in the case for graphs except that all nondistinct 
elements of the collection X(G)(X(H)) are distinguished. Accordingly, 
degG,& 4 = deg&) + degdh). (1) 
The summands of all partitions rr are assumed nonnegative, and we observe 
a natural equivalence between the set of such partitions and the set of 
polynomials having nonnegative integer coefficients, prompting the 
following concepts. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G be an m-graph. The polynomial of G is 
P(X) = z:b, aixi, where G has maximum degree IZ and for each j 2 0, 
uj is the number of vertices of G having degree j. 
DEFINITION 2. A (nonnegative integral) polynomial P(X) is called 
(m)-graphical if and only if there exists an (m)-graph G whose polynomial 
is P(x). Any such G is called a realization of P(x). 
We extend our thanks to the referee for his kindly suggestion, and note 
that the polynomial of a graph G is a simultaneous representation of the 
nonrepeated degree sequence and the frequency partition [I] of G. More- 
over, for a (p, q)-graph G, the frequency partition of G is explicitly 
P(1) = zy=, ui = p, while P’(1) = 2q where P’(x) denotes the formal 
derivative. 
The reader is cautioned that other concepts for the polynomial of a 
graph occur in the literature and are quite different from that just given. 
Dual results on polynomials and partitions are explicitly stated only as 
considered particularly appropriate, though many well-known results on 
partitions have an elegant polynomial analog. 
2. “MULTIPLYING" PARTITIONS 
One natural “addition” of m-graphical partitions rrI , 9r2 is merely 
their juxtaposition, yielding a partition realized by G, u G2 where G1 , Gz 
realize nI , n2 respectively. Hence, a natural “multiplication” of the 
m-graphical partition 7r by a nonnegative integer b is defined, with the 
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resulting partition bn realized by bG, where G realizes 7~ and bG is the 
b-fold union of G with itself. Theorem 1 displays the primary importance 
of our concept for the polynomial of an m-graph: The usual polynomial 
multiplication induces a natural “multiplication” of partitions which 
extends the “multiplication” of a partition by a nonnegative integer. 
Note that for b, T, G as before, bG E B x G where B is the totally dis- 
connected graph on b points, and bG has polynomial bP whenever P is 
the polynomial of G. 
THEOREM 1. Let the m-graphs G, ,..., Gk have polynomials P, ,..., PI, 
respectively. Then P = P,Pz a** Pk is the polynomial of G g G1 x 
6 x *-a x GI, . 
Proof. Let P1 = CL0 a& and PZ = CT, bixi. Then 
(2) 
Z=O l=i+j 
By (l), the number of points of degree I in G, x Gz is precisely the 
coefficient of x2 in (2). Hence, P,P, is the polynomial of G1 x Gz and 
the conclusion follows by finite induction. 
Among other applications of polynomials, in Section 5 we are able to 
quickly establish the intuitive fact that an arbitrary partition P has some 
positive multiple br which is graphical. 
3. SYNTHESIZING M-GRAPHS 
Let the m-graph G have polynomial P, and let D(G) denote the set of 
all m-graphs H which can be obtained by performing finitely many 
elementary d-invariant transformations on G. From Hakimi [4; Lemma 11, 
D(G) is precisely the set of all m-graphs that realize P. We define the 
admissible factorizations of a polynomial and obtain our basic con- 
struction result immediately from Theorem 1. 
DEFINITION 3. Let P be an m-graphical polynomial. Then P = P,P, 
is an (m)-graphical factorization of P if and only if P, and PZ are both 
(m)-graphical polynomials. 
THEQREM 2. Let the m-graph G have polynomial P. If P = PIPS ... Pk 
is any m-graphical factorization of P and the m-graphs G, ,..., Gk are any 
realizations of P1 ,..., Pk respectively, then G E D(G1 x e.0 x G,). 
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Though entirely elementary, Theorem 2 indicates a technique for deter- 
mining m-graphs GI whose Cartesian product H realizes the polynomial 
(partition) of G. Hence by Hakimi [4], G is deterministically obtainable 
from H, and thus, from the “smaller” m-graphs Gi . In Section 4 we obtain 
strong conclusions relating G E G1 x *.. x GI, and P = PI e.0 PI, for 
certain connected graphs G. 
4. FACTORING M-GRAPHICAL POLYNOMIALS 
As we indicate, the following concepts do not yield “nice” results in 
general. However, they do suggest the use of “minimal” Pi and Gi in 
applications of Theorem 2. Recall that a nonempty, nontrivial graph G 
is prime if and only if whenever G g G, x Gz , then either G, or G, is 
the trivial graph ({v}, $). 
DEFINITION 4. An m-graphical polynomial P f 1 is called irreducible 
if and only if each m-graphical factorization P = PIP2 of P implies that 
either deg P, = 0 or deg Pz = 0. If P is irreducible and each m-graphical 
factorization P = PIP, implies that PI = 1 or P, = 1, then P is called 
prime. 
It is clear that every m-graphical polynomial that is prime in the usual 
sense is also prime in the sense above. The converse is false: 3x2 is a prime 
m-graphical polynomial which is not manic irreducible. Thus, for the 
duration, the terms “prime” and “irreducible” are used only in the sense 
of Definition 4. Among other peculiarities, we now show that an 
m-graphical polynomial need not have a unique decomposition as the 
product of prime m-graphic&l polynomials. Let G have polynomial P. 
If G E G, x G, , there clearly exist m-graphical polynomials P, , Pz 
such that P = PIP, . However, if P = PIP, is an m-graphical factori- 
zation, there do not necessarily exist G, , Gz such that G z G1 x Gz . 
In particular, if one removes two diagonally opposite edges from the cube 
K, x C, , the resulting graph G is prime and has the nonprime polynomial 
Q(x) = 4x3 + 4x2 = (2x)(2x2 + 2x). Moreover, Q(x) = (2)(2x3 + 2x2) 
is a second prime decomposition. The situation remains “bad” even under 
stringent conditions; e.g., consider only those polynomials P realized 
by connected graphs G. Examining 3x2, 4x2, 6x3, and Xs + 2x2 + 3x, we 
conclude that no relationship exists between the primeness of P and the 
uniqueness (up to isomorphism) of a connected realization G. 
We obtain unique factorization results despite the difficulties just 
mentioned. Recall that Sabidussi [6] has shown that each nonempty, 
nontrivial connected graph G can be decomposed uniquely (up to iso- 
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morphism of the factors and the order of their appearance) as the Cartesian 
product of connected prime graphs. The first lemma is evident from 
Theorem 1 and our earlier remark. 
LEMMA 1. Let the polynomial P be uniquely realized by the (m)-graph G. 
Then P = PIP2 is an (m-)graphical factorization of P tf and only if there 
exist (m-)graphs G, , G, realizing PI , P, , respectively, such that 
G E G1 x G2. 
For the remainder, we admit only graphical factorizations of poly- 
nomials. 
LEMMA 2. Let the polynomial P be realized by the connected graph G, 
and suppose H s G whenever the connected graph H realizes P. Then P 
has at most one graphical factorization P = PIP, **a PI, as the product of 
irreducible Pi realizable by connected graphs Gi . 
Proof. Suppose P = PIP2 -*- PI, = QIQz **a Qt where each of the 
Pi, Qj are irreducible and realized by connected graphs Gi , Hj , 1 < i < k, 
1 <j < 1. Then G, x ‘*. x GI, and HI x ... x Ht each have poly- 
nomial P by Theorem 1 and are connected graphs. Hence G E G1 x -*- x 
G, E HI x **. x HZ by hypothesis. If some Gi is not prime, then the 
nontrivial factorization G, g KI x & determines graphical factors 
RI, R, of Pi with KI realizing R, and KS realizing Rz . Since G, is connected, 
then KI and KZ are nontrivial connected graphs, so that deg RI , deg R, > 0. 
This is a contradiction, since Pi is irreducible. Thus, each of the graphs 
Gi , 1 < i < k, and Hj , 1 < j < I, must be prime. Since the prime factor 
decomposition of G is unique to within isomorphism and the order of the 
factors, the correspondence between the Gi and Hj forces the corre- 
sponding polynomials Pi and Qj to be equal and we are done. 
Observe that the conclusion of Lemma 2 cannot be improved. The 
nonprime irreducible P = 6x2 = 2(3x2) has the unique connected reali- 
zation C, . Moreover, the polynomial P = 8x2 has the unique connected 
realization C, , yet P = 8x2 = (4x)(2x) = 2(2x)(2x) has no graphical 
factorization as the product of irreducible Pi realizable by connected 
graphs Gi . At this time we do not pursue minimal hypotheses ensuring 
the existence of the desired factorization of P. From what follows, the 
unique realizability of P is too strong a hypothesis. 
LEMMA 3. Let the polynomial P be realized by the connected graph G, 
and suppose H E G whenever the graph H realizes P. Then P has a unique 
graphical factorization P = PIP2 ... PI, as the product of prime Pi . 
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Proof. Let G g G1 x **. x Gk be the prime factor decomposition 
of G, and let Gi have polynomial Pi, 1 < i < k. Contraposing the 
necessity of Lemma 1, each Pi is prime since each Gi is prime. Hence, 
P = PIP, ... Pk by Theorem 1. The uniqueness of this prime decompo- 
sition for P is argued as indicated by the proof of Lemma 2. 
Observe from the hypothesis of Lemma 2 that whenever they exist, 
the irreducibles Pd are realized by unique connected graphs. Hence, from 
Lemma 2, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a connected graph and suppose H s G whenever 
the connected graph H realizes the polynomial P of G. Then P has at most 
one graphical factorization P = PI *‘- PI, as the product of irreducible Pi 
realizable by connected graphs Gi . Whenever they exist, Gi is the unique 
connected graph realizing Pi and G z G, x ‘.. x Gk . 
In the same fashion, Lemma 3 yields the ultimate conclusion. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a connected graph and suppose H g G whenever 
the graph H realizes the polynomial P of G. Then P has a unique graphical 
factorization P = PI *a+ P, as the product of prime Pi . Moreover, each Pi 
is realized by a unique graph Gi and G g G1 x --- x G, . 
Though aesthetically pleasing, the results of this section may be weak. 
In particular, we are unable to give a substantial example illustrating 
Theorem 4. Moreover, excepting a (small) finite number of exceptional 
(but infinite) classes, there is evidence [2] suggesting that P must itself 
be prime in the context of Theorem 4. Similarly, in the context of 
Theorem 3, P is thought to be “usually” irreducible whenever the desired 
factorization exists. I 
5. GRAPHICAL POLYNOMIALS 
A well-known reduction algorithm [3] not only determines if a given 
partition is graphical, but indicates a construction for such a realization. 
Although the polynomial analog of the algorithm is unwieldy, we continue 
to find a certain richness in the polynomial representation not afforded 
immediately by partitions. Let P’ and J P denote the formal derivative 
and integral, respectively. 
THEOREM 5. If P is any nonnegative integral polynomial, then P’ is 
graphical. 
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Proof. P’ is realized by the union of complete graphs K, realizing nx*-l. 
Immediately from Theorem 5 we obtain an elementary sufficient con- 
dition for a polynomial (partition) to be graphical. 
THEOREM 6. If J P has nonnegative integral coeficients, then P is 
graphical. 
The converse of Theorem 6 is clearly false. However, if P has non- 
negative rational coefficients and we take b as the appropriate least 
common multiple, then b J P has nonnegative integral coefficients. Thus, 
if P is graphical, then P is realized by a graph G where bP is realized by 
bG, and bG is obtainable from the union of complete graphs (proof of 
Theorem 5) by elementary d-invariant transformations. We have proved 
our concluding results. 
THEOREM 7. If P is any nonnegative integral polynomial, there exists 
a positive integer b such that bP is graphical. 
THEOREM 7’. Zf TT is any partition of any nonnegative integer n, there 
exists a positive integer b such that br is a graphical partition of bn. 
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